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ABSTRACT

1

With an increasing number of cores and memory controllers
in multiprocessor platforms, co-location of parallel applications is gaining on importance. Key to achieve good performance is allocating the proper number of threads to colocated applications. This paper presents NuPoCo, a framework for automatically managing parallelism of co-located
parallel applications on NUMA multi-socket multi-core systems. NuPoCo maximizes the utilization of CPU cores and
memory controllers by dynamically adjusting the number of
threads for co-located parallel applications. Evaluated with
various scenarios of co-located OpenMP applications on a
64-core AMD and a 72-core Intel machine, NuPoCo achieves
a reduction of the total turnaround time by 10-20% compared
to the default Linux scheduler and an existing parallelism
management policy focusing on CPU utilization only.

In modern multi-core platforms, parallel applications often
share computational and memory resources. Parallel workloads running on these platforms are managed by parallel application runtimes such as OpenMP and Intel TBB. Generally,
such workloads are executed with a configurable number of
threads [20, 37]. In this context, determining the proper number of threads for co-located parallel applications to optimize
application performance [38] or platform throughput [42]
has been an important topic of research in the compiler and
runtime community. Improving co-location performance is
also an important concern in HPC centers to improve both
energy efficiency and overall throughput [9, 10].
The focus of this work lies on managing parallelism for colocated parallel applications to fully utilize system resources
and therefore to achieve an increased co-location performance (i.e. reduction of the total execution time) for sharedmemory multiprocessor systems consisting of multiple CPU
sockets and memory controllers with Non-Uniform Memory Accesses (NUMA) latencies. Such multi-socket multicore architectures are the standard for high-end sharedmemory platforms. Existing work typically assigns more
worker threads to computation-intensive applications [14,
35, 41, 42]. This can lead to under-utilized memory systems
resulting in inefficient tail execution once the computationintensive applications have finished. In contrast, the method
proposed in this paper aims at maximizing the overall utilization of both the CPU cores and the memory system. Several
runtime systems manage application parallelism based on
machine learning models [16, 27]. While these approaches
can also react to varying optimization goals [16], their performance depends on the quality and the amount of trained
data. Here, on the other hand, we provide an analytical solution that allows us to understand performance with an
analytical model based on queueing theory.
We present NuPoCo, a framework for NUMA multi-core
Performance Optimization of CO-located parallel applications. NuPoCo maximizes the overall system utilization by
considering the utilization of both CPU cores and memory
controllers to determine the proper number of threads for
each co-located applications. A dynamic spatial scheduling
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Figure 1: The NuPoCo framework.
approach is employed that allows only one active thread on
each core to reduce the performance interference caused by
thread oversubscription [6, 20, 29, 49].
Figure 1 depicts the structure of the NuPoCo framework.
The three core components are (1) a performance model,
(2) a parallelism manager, and (3) cooperative work schedulers of parallel runtime systems. The performance model
predicts the utilization of CPU cores and memory controllers
for co-located parallel applications. The parallelism manager
periodically performs core allocation (i.e., deciding on the
number of threads per application and their location) by
leveraging the performance model and monitoring hardware
performance counters. The cooperative work schedulers,
finally, dynamically adapt their execution to the core allocation dictated by the parallelism manager.
NuPoCo’s parallelism management maximizes the utilization of CPU cores and memory controllers. Section 2 first
introduces related research and existing policies to determine
thread counts for co-located applications. Section 3 provides
an evaluation based on queueing theory that demonstrates
the benefits of our strategy compared to existing approaches.
Predicting utilization is based on a queueing system that
models memory accesses on multi-socket multi-core systems. The performance model leverages standard hardware
performance counters present in commodity AMD and Intel platforms; Section 4 describes this performance model.
Based on the performance prediction, the parallelism manager determines the number of threads assigned to individual
co-located applications and periodically revisits the placement of the threads. The techniques used in the parallelism
manager are explained in Section 5. The cooperative work
scheduling is implemented in the dynamic loop scheduler
of the GNU OpenMP runtime and allows applications to
react to a changing number of worker threads at runtime.
Section 6 introduces the cooperative parallel runtime.
Section 7 evaluates NuPoCo on two multi-socket multicore platforms, a 64-core AMD Opteron [4] and a 72-core
Intel Xeon [25] platform. Experimental results for various
workload mixes obtained from NPB [5], Parsec [7], and Rodinia [11] show that NuPoCo is able to execute multiple
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OpenMP applications in significantly less total execution
time compared to the default Linux scheduler and a parallelism management scheme maximizing CPU utilization.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are
• an analytical analysis demonstrating that maximizing
overall utilization of all memory controllers and CPU
cores is beneficial for co-located parallel workloads.
• a parallelism management technique that maximizes
resource utilization in multi-socket systems with a
combination of online performance prediction and parallel runtime system support.
• NuPoCo, a parallelism manager, that improves the average system throughput on commodity multi-socket
systems in the order of 10 to 20%.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Parallelism Management
Managing parallelism for parallel applications has been an
important issue in the runtime community. To determine
the proper thread or core count for parallel applications,
SBMP [42], SCAF [14], and Varuna [44] execute a parallel
program in several configurations at runtime and perform a
regression analysis to estimate the performance scalability.
Parcae [38] and C3PO [41] perform hill-climbing to reach an
optimal thread count. CRUST [21] manages an application’s
working set size (and thread count) in dependence of the
available cache size. Emani et al. [16] and ADAPT [27] apply
machine learning models to compute the number of threads
assigned to applications.
Several policies have been proposed to assign the proper
number of threads to co-allocated applications. SCAF [14]
maximizes the speedup of all running applications. SBMP [42]
minimizes the average normalized turnaround time (the execution time compared to a solo-run) of applications. C3PO [41]
maximizes the CPU utilization within a given power budget.
All these approaches favor scalable applications; if there is a
perfectly scalable application, the majority of core resources
is allocated to that application and other applications receive
zero or one core. Parcae [38] initially reserves an equal number of cores to all running parallel applications. Applications
find the optimal number of threads through hill-climbing.
Cho et al. [13] use a simple but inaccurate analytical model
to determine the best thread count for each application.
NuPoCo focuses on maximizing overall system utilization
of all CPU cores and memory controllers. Thread placement
is known to strongly affect performance on multi-socket
systems [15, 50]. While previous work does not consider
thread placement or uses simplistic linear partitioning [41,
42], NuPoCo considers the architecture’s NUMA properties
to determine a good placement of threads to cores.
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2.2

Cooperative Parallel Runtimes

Another important issue is changing the applications’ parallelism in response to a varying core assignment. SBMP [42]
and C3PO [41] regulate only the number of assigned cores
per application. Worker threads are pinned to the assigned
cores without changing the degree of parallelism of the application. On the other hand, several runtime systems [14, 16,
18] assign a varying number of threads to parallel sections.
OpenMP runtime systems [1] already provide this feature.
Once created, however, the number of worker threads within
a parallel section remains constant. To provide dynamic spatial scheduling, several compilers [28, 37, 38] generate flexible code. The basic idea is to divide the total work into composable chunks of work. Varuna’s [44] virtual tasks decouple
software from hardware threads and require no compiler
support. Callisto [20] is a framework for cooperative parallel
runtimes. Callisto uses a scheduler activation technique for
providing dynamic spatial scheduling while reducing the
performance interference. The framework assigns an equal
number of threads to each co-located application.
Similarly, NuPoCo provides dynamic spatial scheduling by
leveraging a dynamic loop scheduler in the OpenMP runtime
system. We discuss the merits of our approach in Section 6.

2.3
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Thread and Data Placement

A number of thread and data placement techniques have been
presented for multi-threaded applications on multi-socket
systems [15, 32, 45, 50]. Threads are placed in order to minimize resource contention while preserving an efficient data
placement. Lozi et al. [30] resolved several performance bugs
in multi-socket systems by improving the Linux scheduler.
Pandia [17] predicts performance of parallel applications for
different thread placements based on several profiling runs.
Unlike these approaches, we focus on assigning the proper
number of threads for parallel applications at runtime.

3 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
3.1 Multi-socket Multi-core Systems
Figure 2 provides a simplified view of symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) and multi-socket multi-core systems. Unlike
an SMP system that comprises multiple cores and one memory, multi-socket systems contain a number of memory controllers to increase the memory bandwidth in the presence of
a large number of cores. In such systems, one node consists
of a CPU node, itself composed of a group of CPU cores,
and its attached memory node. The individual nodes are connected by an interconnection network such as AMD’s HyperTransport [40] or Intel’s QPI (Quick Path Interconnect) [36].
These architectures exhibit Non-Uniform Memory Accesses
(NUMA) characteristics because of the varying access latencies of the cores to the different memory controllers.

Chip
multiprocessor

MCT
(memory
controller)
MEM

(a) SMP system
(b) Multi-socket multi-core system
Figure 2: SMP and multi-socket multi-core systems.

3.2

Parallel workloads

NuPoCo maximizes system utilization by controlling the
degree of parallelism (DoP) of co-located applications during execution of fork-join-style parallel sections such as the
parallel for construct in OpenMP [8] or Intel TBB [39]
workloads. The DoP is controlled using malleable workloads
that allow dynamic adjustment of the number of threads
for each parallel section. For non-malleable workloads, the
threads of a parallel section can be pinned to the assigned
hardware cores [41, 42].
The presented parallelism management scheme is based
on the resource utilization of the CPU cores and the memory controllers. To predict the resource utilization, a queueing model is employed where the CPU cores are considered queueing customers and the memory controllers are
regarded as queueing servers. The queuing model requires
the requests from the customers to follow an exponential distribution and assumes that memory request are blocking, i.e.,
the issuing core is blocked and does not generate any new
requests until the request has been served by the memory
controller in a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) order. Several studies have shown that the memory requests of parallel loops
follow an exponential distribution on real multiprocessor
platforms and that performance can be modeled using queueing models [12, 47, 48]. The spatial scheduling approach of
NuPoCo allows us to ignore the effect of interference on performance caused by scheduling two or more threads from
different workloads on a single hardware core.

3.3

Modeling Performance Metrics

Queueing models are able to compute important performance-related metrics such as the CPU utilization or the
memory controller utilization. Let us first consider a simple
SMP system with one memory controller (MCT) and 16 cores
as shown in Figure 2 (a). Such a system can be modeled using
an M/M/1/N/N queueing system [46] with a finite number of
N customers and 1 server; M stands for Markovian. Details
about queuing models can be found in [26, 46].
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µ
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Figure 3 shows the M/M/1/N/N queueing model and its
closed-form expression to compute the mean response time
of the server. The N queueing customers (the cores) each
generate requests with a mean arrival rate λ following a
Poisson distribution that are served by one queueing server
(the memory controller) with a mean service rate µ with
exponential service times.
Based on this queueing model, the speedup, the per-core
utilization, and the MCT utilization in dependence of the
number of allocated cores can be derived as follows. The
Speedup of a program is defined by dividing the execution
time on one core, Total Time(1), by the execution time on N
cores, Total Time(N)
Speedup (N ) = Total Time (1)/Total Time (N )

(1)

Under the assumption that cores block on outstanding memory requests, Total Time(N) is composed of the execution
time on N cores, CPU Time(N), and the total memory response time, MCT Time(N)
Total Time (N ) = CPU Time (N ) + MCT Time (N )
For data-parallel workloads where the total amount of work
is constant and balanced, the execution time on N cores is
given by
CPU Time (N ) = CPU Time (1)/N
The estimated number of generated memory requests for
N cores is the product of the CPU time and the per-core
memory request rate, MRR. MCT Time(N) is obtained by
multiplying MRR with the mean memory response time for
N cores, MRT(N).
MCT Time (N ) = CPU Time (N ) × MRR × MRT (N )

(2)

Each application has its own MRR value, and the MRT for a
varying number of cores is regarded as the scaling factor of
the parallel application.
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# allocated cores

(a) Workload A (MRR = 0.0)

Figure 3: The M/M/1/N/N queueing model. The mean arrival rate λ and the mean service rate µ refer to the number of
requests from a customer and the number of requests served
by the server, respectively, per time unit in the steady state.
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(b) Workload B (MRR = 0.01)

Figure 4: Performance metrics for two workloads with
different MRRs at a mean service rate µ of 50.
For a memory controller with a service rate µ, the mean
memory response time is given by (refer to Figure 3)


µ
1
N
MRT (N ) =
−
(3)
µ MCT Util (N ) MRR
where MCT Util(N) denotes the memory controller utilization
corresponding to the server utilization Us from Figure 3
! −1
N
Õ
MRR k
N!
(
)
MCT Util(N ) = 1 −
(4)
(N − k)! µ
k =0

Finally, the per-core utilization, CPU Util(N), is defined by
the ratio of CPU time over the total time
CPU Time (N )
CPU Util (N ) =
(5)
Total Time (N )
To consider overall utilization of both the CPU and the memory controller, we suggest a new metric, the system utilization, defined as the sum of CPU and MCT utilization. For an
application using N of the total M system cores, the system
utilization, System Util(N), is defined as
N
System Util (N ) = CPU Util (N ) ×
+ MCT Util (N ) (6)
M
To solve this model for co-located applications, the weighted
average of the workloads’ MRR of all assigned cores is used to
compute the mean memory response time and the memory
controller utilization (Equations 3 and 4). Based on the computed MRT value, we compute the per-application Speedup
and CPU Util using the application-specific MRR value.

3.4

Performance Analysis

Figure 4 plots the analytical results of the presented model
for the four metrics Speedup, MCT Util, CPU Util, and System Util for two workloads and a varying number of cores.
The results show that the completely CPU-bound workload
A is able to fully utilize the given CPU resources, but its
MCT Util is 0. For workload B with a memory request rate
MRR = 0.01, CPU Util decreases with an increasing number
of cores while MCT Util increases. Looking at System Util,
the system utilization of workload B is always higher than

[a-b]: core count ‘a’ for Workload A and ‘b’ for B

(a) A = 100, B = 100.

[a-b]: core count ‘a’ for Workload A and ‘b’ for B
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[a-b]: core count ‘a’ for Workload A and ‘b’ for B

(b) A = 400, B = 100.

(c) A = 800, B = 100.
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Figure 5: Turnaround times of co-located workloads A and B. Both workloads are started at the same time and executed
with the core allocation given in the X-axis. The vertical bars indicate the core distribution yielding the best performance for the
equal partitioning, max system utilization, and max CPU utilization policies, respectively. The line points on the Y-axis indicate
the turnaround time of each workload. Subfigures (a)-(c) differ in the amount of work per workload (metric: turnaround time
when executed in isolation on a single core).
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Figure 6: Illustration of the performance for the core
allocation policies in Figure 5 (b).

that of workload A. However, System Util of workload B is
saturated at a relatively small number of cores while the
System Util of workload A increases linearly. The insight
of this analytical result is that co-locating workload A with
workload B has the potential to achieve a higher system
utilization.
Using the queueing model, we can simulate co-location
performance based on the speedup value of each workload.
Figure 5 shows the computed total turnaround time of the
co-located workloads for different core allocations and a
varying amount of work on a 16-core SMP system with one
memory controller. Figure 6 visualizes the core allocation
over time for three common and the presented allocation
policies using the workload distribution from Figure 5 (b).
The first policy, Batch, executes the workloads sequentially.
Equal partitioning executes the two workloads in parallel,
assigning the same number of cores to both. The policy Max
CPU utilization finds the core allocation that maximizes the
total CPU utilization. We observe that Max CPU utilization allocates 15 cores to the perfectly scalable workload A and only
the minimum of one core to workload B. The proposed Max
system utilization policy, finally, maximizes the System Util
as defined by Equation 6. Max system utilization achieves the

shortest total turnaround time of the four policies, demonstrating that focusing only on CPU utilization may not lead
to optimal results.
In Figure 6, the Max system utilization policy yields the
best turnaround time among all possible core allocations
with a 40% of reduction compared to the Batch configuration.
For Max CPU utilization, after workload A has ended, the
execution of workload B policy experiences an inefficient
tail execution caused by congestion in the memory system.
It is also important to note that the optimal partitioning
minimizing the total turnaround time depends on the amount
of work of the co-located applications. While both workloads
end around the same time with Max system utilization in
Figure 5 (b), yielding the best possible turnaround with a
core allocation of 11:5 cores assigned to workload A and
B, respectively, this is not the case for Figures 5 (a) and (c).
For (a), the best distribution is 6:10 cores, and for (c) it is
14:2. The total turnaround time of the Max system utilization
policy, however, achieves comparable performance to the
best distribution and in all situations performs better than
Max CPU utilization.

3.5

The NuPoCo Policy

The analysis in this section suggests that for co-located parallel applications, maximizing the transient overall system
utilization is beneficial if the workloads’ size is unknown.
Without special provisions, the total execution time of a
parallel section is typically not known in advance.
In the NuPoCo framework, we aim to maximize the overall
system utilization NuU til of a multi-socket system. Such
a NUMA system is a group of SMP systems, as shown in
Figure 2 (b). NuU til is therefore defined as the sum of all
individual nodes’ system utilization:
NuUtil =

num_nodes
Õ
i=0

System Utili

(7)
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With the average memory request rate MRR avд,m and
the memory service rate µm for a memory controller m, we
can compute the memory controller utilization MCT Utilm
and the mean response time MRTm using Equations 4 and 3
from Section 3.3, respectively. The value of MRTm is used to
compute the CPU core utilization in the section below.

4.2

Memory
controller
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DRAM chip
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To predict the utilization of individual memory controllers,
we model each controller with a queueing system as shown
in Figure 7. A memory controller serves the memory requests
issued by the last-level caches (LLC) of the individual CPU
nodes. For the queueing system of memory controller m, let
cpu_node
Ncpu_node be the number of CPU nodes and MRR i,m
represent the memory request rate from CPU node i to memory node m. The mean request arrival rate at memory concpu_node
troller m, MRR avд,m , is the average of the individual CPU
nodes’ request rates
ÍNcpu_nod e

memory controller

Shared resource

CPU node

µ = Memory
controller service rate

ONLINE PERFORMANCE MODEL

cpu_node
MRR avд,m

Queueing
µ = Service rate of
server
interconnection link and

λ = Per CPU core
memory request rate

CPU
core

Shared resource
L
L
C

Waiting line

hit miss

CPU
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...
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Multi-socket systems comprise multiple CPU nodes and
memory controllers (Figure 2 (b)). Based on a queueing system network for multi-socket multi-core systems in our prior
work [12], NuPoCo considers the memory controllers and
the interconnection links as separate queueing servers and
predicts the mean memory response time.

4.1

CPU
core

Waiting line

Figure 7: Queueing system for an individual memory
controller.
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CPU Core Utilization

To compute the CPU core utilization of a CPU node, we first
need to calculate the memory request time to each memory
controller. To do so, the queueing system depicted in Figure 8
is employed. This queue models the serialization of outgoing memory requests from the node’s LLC to one memory
controller. Outgoing memory requests include missed read
and write operations and hardware prefetch requests.

Figure 8: Queueing system for CPU core utilization
prediction.
With Ncor es_in_node representing the number of cores in
CPU node i accessing memory node m, the average memory
cpu_cor e
request rate MRRavд,m is estimated as follows
ÍNcor e s _in_nod e
cpu_cor e
MRR j,m
j=0
cpu_cor e
MRR avд,m =
Ncor es_in_node
The service rate includes the service rate of the interconnection link, linki,m , from CPU node i to memory node m,
and the mean response time of the memory node (MRTm ) as
obtained in Section 4.1. The service rate µ i,m is given by
1
µ i,m =
1/linki,m + MRTm
cpu_cor e

With MRR avд,m and µ i,m , the total mean memory response
time from CPU node i to memory node m, MRT i,m , is computed from Equation 3.
The total memory response time for a core is obtained according to Equation 2. While all outgoing memory requests
of an LLC affect the mean memory response time, only requests caused by read misses stall a core and thus affect the
CPU core utilization. We estimate the rate of outgoing read
requests from every core to each memory node using the percore number of LLC read requests per time1 . For the cores in
CPU node i with an LLC read request rate to memory node
ead , the total memory response time is computed by
m, LLC ri,m
Õ
ead
MCT Time =
CPU Time × LLC ri,m
× MRTi,m
m ∈M

Based on the ratio between CPU Time and MCT Time, we
can compute the CPU utilization using Equation 5.

4.3

Implementation and Validation

The required inputs for the performance model are obtained
from the hardware performance monitoring unit. We measure LLC accesses, LLC misses, all memory requests that affect memory utilization (read, write, prefetch) to all memory
controllers, and the total number of CPU cycles. AMD [2, 3]
and Intel [22–24] systems support all required counters.
1 To

compute the LLC read request rate per core, we initially allocate only
threads of the same application to the cores in a node, then divide the node’s
LLC read request rate by the number of allocated cores, see Section 5.1.
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Figure 9: Speedup predictions (P) and measurements
(M) of several parallel loops from FT and SP (NPB) [5]
on a 64-core AMD Opteron system.
The

application-specific

cpu_node
MRR i,m
,

cpu_cor e

parameters
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MANAGING PARALLELISM

The degree of parallelism and the core assignment of colocated applications is managed at runtime by NuPoCo.
A parallel
loop begins
A parallel
loop ends

First time

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

ead
LLC ri,m

and
are computed at runtime without depending on offline information. A direct measurement
of the the per-core LLC accesses and misses is not supported
by the hardware. NuPoCo gets around this limitation by
initially allocating only threads of one application to the
cores in one CPU node, then divide the node’s LLC accesses
and misses by the number of cores. This happens once for
each parallel section during a one-time brief online profiling
phase (see Section 5.1). The machine-dependent parameters
µmct and linki,m are determined by executing a synthetic
workload from the Stream benchmark [34] that generates
memory accesses from one core to specific memory nodes
and measures the mean memory service time. This process
is required only once for a given hardware platform.
Figure 9 compares the predicted with the actual speedup
for several parallel loops from an NPB implementation [43].
The results show that the performance model can capture the
trend of the speedup. Since the speedup is computed from
the predicted CPU core utilization (Equation 1), this result
confirms that predictions of resource utilization are also
possible with the presented model. An extensive analysis for
other (co-located) NPB parallel loops on a 64-core AMD and
a 72-core Intel system shows that the performance model
predicts the speedup with moderate absolute percentage
errors of 10-15%, similar to the results in the prior work [12].

5
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Online profiling

Otherwise
DoP computation
Thread placement

NuPoCo’s parallelism manager is activated whenever a
parallel loop begins or ends. It performs the following three
steps: online profiling, DoP computation, and thread placement.
When a parallel loop is executed for the first time, the online

for each cpu_node ∈ system do
util_list = [ ]
for each wl ∈ runninд workloads do
cpu_node.allocate(wl)
NuU til ← per f ormanceModelinд()
util_list .append(NuU til)
cpu_node.deallocate(wl)
best_wl ← bestExpectedNuU til(util_list)
for each cpu_core ∈ cpu_node do
cpu_core.allocate(best_wl)
Communicate core allocation to parallel runtimes

profiling phase is initiated that profiles the new parallel loop
for a short period of time; profiling is skipped for the second
and later invocations of the same loop. The DoP computation step uses the queueing systems presented in Section 4
to compute a thread allocation that maximizes the overall
system utilization. Once the thread count for each co-located
application has been determined, the thread placement phase
begins during which individual threads of an application are
relocated if opportunities exist to improve performance.

5.1

Online Profiling

During online profiling, all cores of the system are assigned
to the new parallel section for a short period of time. This
serves two purposes. First, it ensures that the data of an application is distributed in a similar manner as in a standalone
execution under a NUMA first-touch allocation policy. Second, it allows NuPoCo to infer the LLC miss rate per core by
measuring the node’s LLC rate and divide it by the number of
cores in the node. This initial profiling period is set to 150ms;
long enough to ignore cache warming effects and sufficently
short not to affect other running applications much.

5.2

DoP Computation

The goal of this step is to maximize system utilization by
allocating the proper thread counts for running parallel applications. Algorithm 1 shows how the parallelism manager
determines the degree of parallelism for each application.
The number of cores per workload is determined in a greedy
manner. The basic allocation unit in this stage is a CPU node.
Starting with an empty allocation, each CPU node in the
system (line 1) is assigned in turn to the application (lines
9–11) that is expected to yield the best overall system utilization NuUtil (Section 3.5) (lines 5–8). The prediction of the
system utilization NuUtil (line 6) is based on the performance
prediction model from Section 4.
The number of CPU nodes is assumed to be larger than the
number of co-located applications. At least one CPU node
is allocated to each application executing a parallel section.
Applications in serial sections are assigned a single core.
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Algorithm 2 Thread placement
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

5.3

Initialize cpu_node_list in descending order of LLC accesses since the last invocation
repeat
busy_nd ← cpu_node_list .pop_f ront()
idle_nd ← cpu_node_list .pop_back()
busy_nd .llc_accesses()
if idl e_nd .llc_accesses() > threshold then
busy_wl ← busy_nd.max_llc_miss_rate()
idle_wl ← idle_nd.min_llc_accesses()
SwapCores(busy_wl, idle_wl)
until cpu_node_list is empty
Communicate core allocation to parallel runtimes

Thread Placement

The DoP computation assigns all core resources of a CPU
node, i.e., cores sharing the same LLC (Section 3.1), to one
application. This leaves room for additional performance
improvements. Individual threads of memory-intensive applications may require substantial LLC resources. If allocated
to the same CPU node, thus sharing the same LLC, this may
lead to contention or, even worse, thrashing in the LLC. CPUbound applications, on the other hand, typically contend
less for LLC resources. Co-locating memory-intensive with
CPU-bound workloads in the same CPU node thus has the
potential to yield an improved overall system utilization.
Algorithm 2 outlines the implementation of this idea. The
algorithm is invoked periodically every 50ms after Algorithm 1 has ended. It repeatedly retrieves the CPU nodes that
exhibit the highest (busy_nd) and lowest (idle_nd) number of
LLC accesses since the last iteration (lines 3–4). If the ratio
of LLC accesses exceeds a given threshold (currently set to 2;
line 5), we select the workload that observed the highest LLC
miss rate from busy_nd (line 6) and the one with the lowest
number of LLC accesses from idle_node (line 7), based on
the information inferred during online profiling (Section 5.1).
The algorithm then swaps the location of a number of cores
(NuPoCo exchanges two cores by default) of the two applications (line 8). This process is repeated until the list is empty
(line 9). Although this thread placement technique is a hillclimbing method, it quickly reaches a steady state as later
demonstrated in Section 7 and Figure 13.

6

COOPERATIVE OPENMP RUNTIME

The last core component of the NuPoCo framework are cooperative parallel runtimes that provide dynamic spatial
scheduling. We have implemented dynamic spacial scheduling into the GNU OpenMP runtime [1] by adding a new
loop scheduling method denoted cooperative. The NuPoCo
parallelism manager keeps track of the execution of OpenMP
applications by intercepting calls that initiate or terminate
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Algorithm 3 Cooperative worker threads
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

while there is more work do
if own core is not available then
go to sleep
for each thread ∈ worker _threads do
if thread’s core is available then
wake up thread
work_chunk ← дet_work_chunk(chunk_size)
if work_chunk received then
work_chunk → execute( )
if id == 0 and elapsed_time < epoch then
chunk_size ← (chunk_size × 2)

parallel loops. The results of the core allocation are communicated to the OpenMP parallel runtimes through shared
memory. The runtimes dynamically change the DoP of cooperative parallel loops by adjusting the number of worker
threads and pinning them to the assigned cores.

6.1

Cooperative Loop Scheduling

The OpenMP runtime contains three schedulers, static, dynamic, and guided. In dynamic scheduling, all worker threads
iteratively acquire and process a chunk of the total work
based on a work-sharing model. The implementation of the
cooperative scheduler leverages the dynamic scheduler. Algorithm 3 shows how the worker threads are executed by
the cooperative scheduler. Before requesting new work, each
thread checks the availability of its core. If the core is no
longer available, the thread goes to sleep (lines 2–3). Active
worker threads review the current core allocation and wake
up threads whose core has become available (lines 5–6).
Each thread acquires a chunk of work by calling the get_
work_chunk function on line 7. To decrease the dispatch
overhead, the master thread (id 0) dynamically adjusts the
work chunk size based on the elapsed execution time of a
work chunk (lines 12–13). Furthermore, to preserve data
locality optimizations of applications, we partition the work
items into multiple regions for each CPU node. Then, a local
work queue distributes work to the threads in that node. The
regions are equally partitioned according to OpenMP’s static
scheduling policy. Such a partitioning can be effective when
neighboring work items exhibit high locality and preserve
manual optimizations for static scheduling with a technique
such as [33]. Load balancing is also achieved through work
stealing from the local queues of other CPU nodes.
A concern is whether, despite its flexibility, the performance of the cooperative loop scheduler is on par with the
existing schedulers. Figure 10 shows the turnaround times
of standalone applications executed with different OpenMP
schedulers. Static-optimized uses static work partitioning
and considers NUMA locality for the data allocation. In the
absence of workload imbalance, this approach achieves the

Normalized execution time
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(a) 64-core AMD system.
(b) 72-core Intel system.
Figure 10: Normalized execution time of NPB [5] applications under different loop schedulers.
best possible performance because no scheduling overhead
is incurred. We observe that dynamic and guided scheduling
perform worse than static because of scheduling overhead
and the unawareness of data locality. The presented cooperative work scheduling combines the best of both worlds by
respecting data locality, yet being able to react to workload
imbalance while also supporting malleable parallelism.

7 EVALUATION
7.1 Experimental Platforms
We evaluate NuPoCo on a 64-core (8-node) AMD Opteron
platform and a 72-core (4-node) Intel Xeon platform. The
AMD Opteron [4] processors and Intel Xeon E7-8870 v3
processors [25] run at 2.5GHz and 2.1GHz frequency, respectively. The AMD and Intel platforms are equipped with
128GB and 756GB of DRAM memory, respectively. The DRAM
chips operate at 1.6GHz in both system. The Linux kernel
versions are 4.4.35 for AMD and 4.4.0 for the Intel platform.
We use a modified version of OpenMP v5.4.0 [1] with the
cooperative loop scheduler (Section 6).

7.2

Target Applications

For the co-lcoation scenarios, we utilize target applications
from NPB [5], Parsec [7], and Rodinia [11] (Table 1). NPB
applications represent HPC workloads that require large
amounts of memory and/or lots of computational resources.
We selected BT, FT, SP, and EP from an OpenMP NPB implementation [43]. BT, FT, and SP are both CPU- and memoryintensive workloads. The data set of FT and SP is very large.
We categorize these three applications as Type-A to represent applications that require a significant amount of system
resources. On the other hand, EP is an almost perfectly scalable kernel that rarely accesses memory. We classify EP as
Type-B, a class that extremely under-utilizes the memory
system. The four NPB applications use input class D with a
large problem size. The number of iteration steps is adjusted
to obtain standalone turnaround times that are similar to
those of the other applications.
Parsec’s blackscholes (BS) consists of long serial sections
and one parallel loop that does not require a lot of system
resources compared to Type-A applications. BS is executed

CPU

Resource requirement
Memory
Data size

BT

High

Medium

Medium

A

FT

High

High

Huge

A

SP

High

High

Huge

A

App

Type

EP

High

Almost none

Almost none

B

KM

Low

Medium

Small

C

BS

Low

Low

Small

C

Table 1: Target applications.
with the native input data set. kmeans (KM) from the Rodinia benchmark is executed with 3,000,000 objects and represents a non-scalable application with frequent synchronization between cores and a long serial section at the beginning
of its execution. KM under-utilizes CPU resources. These
two applications are classified as Type-C, representing applications that under-utilize CPU resources.

7.3

Execution Modes

The presented approach is compared with the following
execution modes:
• Batch. Applications are executed serially. The number
of threads is equal to the number of system cores, each
thread is pinned to a core 2 .
• Native. Applications generate as many threads as there
are cores in the system and are co-located by the Linux
scheduler. Thread binding is disabled to allow the
Linux scheduler to perform thread and data placement.
• Equal. This policy assigns the same number of cores
to all running parallel sections and a single core to a
serial process. The cores are allocated linearly.
• Scalability. This core allocator is based on a CPU
scalability-based approach. We have implemented the
hill-climbing algorithm proposed in C3PO [41]. The
algorithm changes the number of assigned cores to the
applications based on the measured CPU utilization.
• NuPoCo Greedy. To demonstrate the effect of the
thread placement technique (Section 5.3), this policy
performs only DoP computation (Section 5.2).
• NuPoCo Our proposal.
With Batch and Native, loops are scheduled statically as
this yields the best performance among all available OpenMP
loop schedulers on our platforms. For Equal, Scalability,
NuPoCo Greedy, and NuPoCo, we use the cooperative
work scheduler presented in Section 6.1 to provide dynamic
spatial scheduling. NuPoCo is executed with the following
parameters: the initial profiling phase is 150ms (Section 5.1).
The thread placement algorithm (Algorithm 2) is invoked
every 50ms and uses a threshold value of 2 for core swapping.
2 On

our platforms, thread binding performs better in standalone execution,
but worse in co-located executions.
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We consider various co-location scenarios as follows. First,
two Type-A applications that require substantial system resources are co-located. To see the performance behavior
for different types of applications, the Type-B (EP) and the
Type-C (KM) application are co-located with several Type-A
applications. Details of each scenario are given in Table 2.
Figure 11 shows the NTT of the six execution modes
Batch, Native, Equal, Scalability, NuPoCo Greedy, and
NuPoCo on the AMD and the Intel system for ten different
scenarios. All co-located applications are started at the same
time but finish at different points in time.
The results show that, on average, NuPoCo achieves the
best system throughput among the six core allocation configurations on both platforms. Under the geometric mean,
NuPoCo achieves an NTT of 0.91 (9% improvement) on the
AMD system and 0.81 (19% improvement) on the Intel platform over the Linux scheduler. The performance improvement with NuPoCo is up to 20% on the AMD platform (scenario 4) and 35% on the Intel system (scenario 10). NuPoCo
also does not report any performance degradation for the ten
scenarios. The average job turnaround time of co-located applications with NuPoCo is 10.8% and 12.3% shorter than that
of Native for the AMD and the Intel platform, respectively.
Scenarios 1–4 mix two to three Type-A applications causing high competition for platform resources. We observe that
the Batch configuration is a suitable choice for scenarios 1–4
as they utilize the platform’s CPU core and memory systems
well and show good scalability. Native can not efficiently
execute these scenarios (especially scenario 3) compared to
Batch or NuPoCo because it suffers from a high resource interference as all of the applications have a high degree of
resource demands. For scenarios 1–3, NuPoCo shows almost
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Co-location Scenarios

NuPoCo Greedy
NuPoCo
1.59

(1

7.4

NTT

Table 2: Co-location scenarios.
To measure the co-location performance, we consider the
total execution time from start to finish of all co-located applications. Each scheduler is evaluated using the normalized
total turnaround time (NTT) with regards to Native. We also
report the speedup relative to the harmonic mean (Hmean)
which is known as a speedup metric that also considers the
fairness of co-located jobs [31]. All results are obtained by
executing each scenario three times and taking the average.

Equal
Scalability

Batch
Native

Co-located workloads

NTT

Co-location type
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Figure 11: Normalized total turnaround (NTT) to
Linux Native for the co-location scenarios.
the same performance as Batch on the AMD/Intel platforms.
For scenario 4, NuPoCo outperforms Batch by 10%. This is
because the three Type-A applications contain serial sections
during which NuPoCo is able dynamically assign more cores
to parallel sections.
To test the effectiveness of the presented methods when
different types of applications are co-located with Type-A,
we execute EP, a (Type-B) application with two applications
from Type-A in scenarios 5–7. We observe that performance
of Batch decreases compared to scenarios 1–3. Since EP puts
no pressure on the memory system, the Batch configuration
suffers from a low utilization when EP is executed standalone.
On the other hand, Native is able to increase resource utilization for co-located EP and Type-A applications compared
to Batch. NuPoCo achieves better performance than the other
schedulers thanks to its online performance prediction model
and dynamic thread count adjustment.
For the remaining scenarios 8–10, we co-locate KM with
BT, FT, and SP. KM does not require a lot of CPU resources
because of its long serial sections and the synchronizations,
hence, allocating only a subset of cores to KM is beneficial.
As expected, Batch experiences a significant performance
degradation when executing KM. NuPoCo performs well for
these scenarios, but we observe that on the Intel platform,
the Equal policy performs best for scenarios 8 and 9. A static
core allocation scheme can be beneficial for KM and its short
parallel section that is executed iteratively.
Overall, we observe that the conventional allocation approach to co-location, Scalability, is not beneficial to improve the system’s throughput. Although CPU utilization
is maximized, co-located applications suffer from memory
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Figure 12: Hmean of speedup relative to standalone
execution for the co-location scenarios.
contention and a low CPU utilization when scalable applications finish earlier. Additionally, in scenarios 2, 8, and 10,
Scalability suffers from a severe performance degradation.
A closer inspection reveals that the hill-climbing algorithm
in some cases is oscillating, thus continuously changing the
number of assigned cores. The benefit of the thread placement (Section 5.3) in NuPoCo is visible in comparison with
NuPoCo Greedy. Despite the additional runtime overhead,
proper thread placement is beneficial in general.
In terms of the Hmean speedup shown in Figure 12, NuPoCo
outperforms Native by 13.2% and 10.8% on the AMD and
Intel platforms, respectively. The results show that fairness
is not only preserved but improved with NuPoCo. The Linux
scheduler often favors specific workloads resulting in a slow
performance for other applications. This is also visible in
Figure 13. Batch achieves a relatively good Hmean speedup
because the first job in Batch is always assigned the optimal
value.
To summarize, the results show that NuPoCo performs
well for a diverse mix of applications, especially when the
co-located applications exhibit different performance characteristics. If the co-located workloads exhibit similar characteristics, NuPoCo consistently provides good performance comparable to the best system configuration (Batch or Native).
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Case-Study and Overhead Analysis

To better understand and demonstrate NuPoCo’s operation,
three application types, FT (Type-A), EP (Type-B), and BS
(Type-C) are co-located. Using the open-source trace visualizer SnuMAP [19], Figure 13 visualizes the core allocations
over the course of execution on the 64-core AMD platform.

blackscholes (BS)

EP
ends

FT
ends

BS EP & FT
ends ends

BS
ends

t

Figure 13: Trace visualization for a co-location under
Native and NuPoCo on the AMD machine.
In this scenario, each application starts at a different time.
EP is started first and monopolizes the core resources. FT
joins a bit later and starts its first parallel section at t1 with
the clean-profiling phase. NuPoCo then performs the DoP
computation followed by the thread placement technique for
EP and FT. We observe that the profiling stage in NuPoCo is
almost invisible, and the core allocations quickly converges
to the steady state (t1–t2). The different core allocations indicate that NuPoCo differentiates between multiple parallel
sections in FT. Once BS is started, it uses only one core for its
initial long serial section until BS reaches the main parallel
section. Over the entire execution with a scheduling epoch
of 50ms, in total 32 thread count selections and 1, 627 thread
placements have been executed with an average computational overhead of 1.8ms and 1.5ms. Since NuPoCo runs in
parallel to the applications, this overhead is hidden, or rather
included in the results. Compared to Native, we observe that
thread interference of Native’s time-sharing model causes
severe synchronization delays for parallel sections in FT and
the serial process of BS. For this scenario, NuPoCo reports a
19% shorter total execution time over Native.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented NuPoCo, a parallelism management framework for co-located parallel workloads on
NUMA multi-socket multi-core systems. At-runtime performance prediction of CPU and memory controller utilization
is used to determine the degree of parallelism for all running workloads with the goal of maximizing system resource
utilization. The evaluations show that the NuPoCo framework executes multiple OpenMP parallel applications with a
significantly shorter total turnaround time than the Linux
time-sharing model and a existing parallelism management
policy maximizing the CPU utilization.
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NuPoCo is able to automatically optimize the performance
of co-located applications. There is additional room for performance improvements for scheduling a batch of parallel
jobs. In future work, we plan to extend NuPoCo to maximize performance under a given power budget and combine
NuPoCo with a job scheduler in HPC centers.
The NuPoCo framework and the benchmarks used in this
study can be obtained at https://csap.snu.ac.kr/software/.

A ARTIFACT APPENDIX
A.1 Abstract
An artifact is provided to evaluate the NuPoCo framework
and to reproduce the results in Section 7.4.
The artifact consists of three components.
• Runtime environment (RTE): the NuPoCo resource
manager (i.e. the performance model (Section 4) and
the parallelism manager (Section 5)) and a library that
communicates between the resource manager and the
OpenMP applications.
• The GNU OpenMP library: several different versions of the GNU OpenMP (GOMP) library are provided to support the execution modes described in
Section 7.3. One of them implements the cooperative
work scheduling technique presented in Section 6.
• Benchmark suite: it includes the benchmark applications used in Section 7.4 and scripts to automatically
conduct the experiments.

A.2

get access to the target platforms, please email bernhard@
csap.snu.ac.kr.
A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. The framework assumes commodity AMD/Intel NUMA multi-socket multi-core systems
that support collecting the number of memory requests at
each interconnection link and each memory controller from
hardware performance counters.
A.3.3 Software dependencies. The framework assumes a
Linux environment where the numactl and libnuma tools
are installed, and the hardware performance counters are accessible via the perf interface or Intel’s PCM tool. Our GOMP
libraries are based on gcc-5.4.0.
A.3.4 Data sets. The data sets of the benchmark applications are provided with the application code.

A.4

Installation

After downloading the artifact, install the RTE framework,
the GOMP libraries, and the benchmark applications using
build scripts in the artifact. The detailed installation steps
are provided in the README.md file in the artifact.

A.5

Experiment workflow

To reproduce the results in Section 7.4, the experiment flow
consists of the following steps, (1) selecting the execution
mode (Section 7.3) through configuration files (2) executing
the run script (3) analyzing the log files through scripts. For
the details, refer to the README.md file in the artifact.

Artifact check-list (meta-information)

• Algorithm: the framework supports all of the execution modes described in Section 7.3.
• Program: the RTE is written in C++, and benchmark
applications and the GOMP library are based on C.
Experiment scripts are written in Bash/Python.
• Compilation: gcc/g++, makefile
• Run-time environment: Linux with the numactl
and linuma tools installed.
• Hardware: commodity AMD/Intel multi-socket multicore systems.
• Output: execution times in CSV and plots in EPS files.
• Experiments: reproduce the experiments in Section 7.4.
• Publicly available?: yes, the repository is hosted by
our webserver.

A.3
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Description

A.3.1 How delivered. The artifact is delivered as a downloadable software package at https://csap.snu.ac.kr/software.
Since some parts are hardware-dependent, we also provide
access to the hardware platforms used for the evaluation. To

A.6

Evaluation and expected result

The artifact supports experiments in Section 7.4 and generates the plot files that correspond to Figure 11.

A.7

Experiment customization

Experiment customization such as using different applications and using different GOMP libraries is possible. The
README.md file contains information to use the NuPoCo
framework for different OpenMP applications.
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